$PEEN One Pager

The Biggest Meme Coin Eruption of 2024!

Ready for $PEEN-etration

$PEEN is the largest meme coin eruption of 2024. Don’t let it flop! Keep PEEN pumping! This isn’t just any token; it’s a movement, a statement, and absolutely fucking hilarious. With $PEEN, you’re not just joining a meme coin community; you’re embracing the uncontrollable urge of your inner child to sketch out phallic masterpieces and not get caught! Don’t miss out on this eruption!

What is $PEEN

Ad’dict’ive:
- The tokens cartoon nature unapologetically pulls strength from everyone’s inner teenager placing the token in prime position to PUMP. Remember Seth from Superbad (Jonah Hill’s character) and his… artistic inclinations. $PEEN is that outrageous!

Mission:
- To rock the meme coin market with a blend of crude humor and not let $PEEN Flop

Vision:
- We’re not just going for a quick laugh - $PEEN aims to be the most talked-about, biggest, baddest meme coin of 2024

Fair Launch

- Total Supply: 800813569 Tokens (Stick that in a calculator)
- Initial Market Cap: $500k
- The opportunity to be one of the early degens to pump $PEEN before it erects!

$PEEN-MAP

Just the Tip
- Gentle entry warming up the market
- The grand $PEEN reveal

3 Inches
- Initial $PEEN Pump
- Beginning of $PEENs marketing Erection

Balls Deep
- Full Market PEEN-etration
- $100m Market Cap

DONT LET ME FLOP!! FLOP!!